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1) This is my #Qanon thread for May 10, 2018
Q posts can be found here: qanon.pub
My theme for this series: Black Hats and White Hats.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc234L6VQAMoJsF.jpg

2) Some people are obviously on the side of the President. Some are obviously against him. There's a
third group whose intentions are harder to gauge. We all have opinions. Few have facts. My own opinions
changed in the last few days because of a few things I uncovered.
#Qanon
3) We've come to a point where past crumbs from #Qanon need to be examined carefully to determine
who is working on the side of the President and who is not.
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4) While I don't doubt that there is a plot to remove President Trump from office, I don't believe there are
as many people supporting that effort as is commonly believed.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc2-vOIVQAEtnht.jpg

5) My discussion about who is supporting the President and who is not is going to be a long one. First, I'd
like to cover a few items from #Qanon that were posted during the last few days.
6) #Qanon had been posting on his new board /Patriots Fight/
When he went to post the research board, he had a few issues.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc3ByVeV4AYj_bs.jpg

7) The board owner noted that #Qanon had made an error logging in.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc3B1bwUwAA0See.jpg

8) #Qanon explained his mistake logging in.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc3Cb2xUQAEQYwx.jpg

9) #QAnon confirmed his new tripcode.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc3Cv9kVwAA0xDu.jpg

10) #Qanon apologized for the mistake.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc3CzGwU8AATV-x.jpg

11) The anons were glad to see #Qanon return.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc3DKCdUwAAc4B4.jpg

12) #QAnon posted a link to an article about the CEO of Rosatom visiting Iran to help set set up their
nuclear energy facilities.
Rosatom is the Russian company involved in the #UraniumOne deal.
"Happy hunting" is Q's way of say that reasearch will unearth important information
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13) Link and text of article that #Qanon posted.
http://www.iran-daily.com/News/202615.html
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14) A number of people have asked about apparent inconsistencies in #Qanon's statements.
He said 70% of elected officials could be arrested but also said there are more good people in government
than bad.
He said there were no deals. But then said some people would get deals
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15) Only a small fraction of government employees are elected officials. Because they're more prone to
bribery, 70% of them could be corrupt but it would still leave most of the government uncorrupted.
#Qanon
16) The statement "No deals" isn't applicable to everyone. If you know anything about prosecuting large
criminal enterprise, lower level players are given sentencing leniency in exchange for information about
people above them.
#Qanon
(Q: If I have misrepresented your statements, please let me know.)
17) #Qanon updated a message that he posted a few weeks ago about motives and unity. It seems some
people have misunderstood his intent. This post should make things crystal clear.
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18) On April 18th, #Qanon posted a story about the death of H.R. McMaster's father, who was believed to
have died from head injuries suffered from a fall.
Q suggested it was not an accident, but retaliation for McMaster losing his position in the Trump
administration.
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19) The nurse has been charged with involuntary manslaughter.
#Qanon
Nurse charged in death of McMaster's father
A nurse was charged Thursday with involuntary manslaughter in connection to the death of former national
security adviser H.R. McMaster’s father.
http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/387134-nurse-charged-in-death-of-mcmasters-father

http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/387134-nurse-charged-in-death-of-mcmasters-father
20) #Qanon posted this picture on the board /patriotsfight/

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc3zzwWVQAAO18d.jpg

21) Here's a different photo. It's the Marina Bay Sands Hotel in Singapore,
Singapore has been chosen to host peace talks between President Trump and Kim Jong-un.
#Qanon
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22) If you're curious to know why Singapore was chosen for the meeting, here's one person's observation.
#Qanon
Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/05/10/trump-and-kim-will-meet-in-singapore-here…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/05/10/trump-and-kim-will-meet-insingapore-heres-why/?utm_term=.a97ef156ac65
23) #Qanon tweeted a link to a twitter post about a meeting John Kerry had in New York with Iran's
Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif which was an attempt to salvage the Iran deal.
http://en.farsnews.com/newstext.aspx?nn=13970217000956
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24) #Qanon posted a link to a tweet by the President announcing the capture of 5 ISIS leaders.
Q has previously suggested that Senator John McCain [no name] has aided them, making him a traitor.
What will they have to say about [no name]?
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25) Here's an article about the capture of the 5 ISIS leaders that includes their names.
#Qanon
ISIS leaders CAPTURED: Five ‘most wanted’ commanders taken prisoner in Iraq
ISLAMIC State’s (ISIS) five “most wanted” commanders have been captured, President Donald Trump has
said.
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/957883/isis-islamic-state-leaders-captured-iraq-donald-trump

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/957883/isis-islamic-state-leaders-captured-iraq-donald-trump
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26) Extra credit:
Iraqi agents captured a top aide to ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, and used an app on his mobile
phone to lure four commanders from the group into a trap.
#Qanon
https://crusaderjournal.com/2018/05/10/exclusive-iraq-used-baghdadi-aides-phone-to-captureislamic-state-commanders/
27) This post by #Qanon was on the 8th - the day President Trump officially notified the word he would
not recertify the Iran deal.
The deal paid money to people for their silence.
The goal was World War III
What will the previously silent people say?
Who will be exposed?
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28) What was Hillary doing in New Zealand?
Picking up a few million dollars for her foundation, courtesy of the New Zealand taxpayers.
And maybe threatening their intel community (5 eyes member) to keep them quiet about her activities.
#Qanon
https://m.scoop.co.nz/stories/PO1805/S00076/clinton-foundation-gets-another-5-5m-from-nztaxpayers.htm
29) Since many people still believe the swamp is winning, #Qanon laid out the list of people resigning
from Congress. He asked us to consider resignations of corrupt CEOs & firing of FBI/DOJ employees.
He asked important questions about key people, which we'll examine next.
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30) #Qanon asked:
Why is the NY AG resignation important?
What past/current 'high profile' FBI investigations are within the jurisdiction of NY?
Define roadblock.
31) The Clinton Foundation investigation is based out of New York.

As Attorney General, Eric Schneiderman had the ability to influence the case until he resigned amid
scandal.
This article points out the roadblocks created by New York prosecutors.
#Qanon
Why Is the Clinton Foundation Investigation Being Run from Brooklyn? | National Review
The choice of the Eastern District of New York to oversee the investigation of the Clinton Foundation
suggests that Obama wanted to help the Clintons.
https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/11/clinton-foundation-investigation-district/

https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/11/clinton-foundation-investigation-district/
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32) #Qanon said:
Goodlatte & Gowdy [important].
Both are stepping down from their positions in Congress. Neither is involved in scandal.
Q has mentioned Trey Gowdy before but not Goodlatte.
Let's review.
33) #Qanon mentioned Trey Gowdy (TG) in January.
At the time, I thought perhaps Gowdy might become a second special counsel, but there isn't going to be
one. John Huber is effectively filling that role, though not under that title.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4DPmDU0AAAWtk.jpg

34) Trey has many fans but his failure to close the deal on Benghazi disappointed a lot of people
(including me.)
He seems like all bark and no bite.
Hard to get excited about that.
But I think there's a good explanation for his reluctance to drop the hammer.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4EnT2UQAAERBj.jpg

35) To find out why @TGowdySC and Jason Chaffetz couldn't bring themselves to recommend
prosecution of Hillary over Benghazi, we need to go back to the anonymous FBI agent who posted on
4chan before the 2016 presidential election.
#Qanon
36) FBI anon mentioned that Hillary was a recklessness idiot and when asked for an example, he said she
kills too many people in obvious ways.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4F1pnUwAANIMw.jpg

37) Another anon asked if there was evidence of the widely rumored "Clinton body count."
FBI anon said there was plenty of evidence.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4GN48U0AUkM20.jpg

38) FBI anon said even the Director of the Bureau, James Comey was afraid of getting on the wrong side

of the Clinton Machine.
Apparently, Comey knew he could end up in a body bag. Was that the real reason he declined to
recommend prosecution?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4G07hVAAAtIKE.jpg

39) Let's reframe the discussion:
If Comey knew he could be killed by the Clintons, how do you think @TGowdySC felt about
recommedning prosecution over Benghazi?
How do you think Robert Mueller would have viewed standing in the way of her Uranium One deal?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4I7H6UwAA0uS9.jpg

40) Rod Rosenstein was US attorney for Maryland that had jurisdiction over the prosecution of the
#UraniumOne scandal.
Do you think he would have sacrificed himself and his family to put Hillary in jail?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4LPbfVMAAiQ8d.jpg

41) Last October, #Qanon asked who was FBI director was during the Haiti crisis. (Robert Mueller was
Director.)
Q said, "good people" were forced to go along with the Clintons and their evil because their lives and the
lives of their families were being threatened.
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42) If your response is:
"They should have done the right thing and put the Clintons in jail,"
My response is: The FBI only investigates. They don't prosecute.

If Mueller recommended prosecution, but Eric Holder dropped the case, Mueller risked his life for
nothing.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4NCt2V0AArXg7.jpg

43) I believe Gowdy, Rosenstein, Mueller and a few others were the ones #Qanon referred to when he
said:
"Could you live with yourself helping to cover up such evil despicable acts if given a safe way out?"
44) What is the "safe way out?"
I believe the generals who recruited Trump offered protection for Rosenstein, Mueller, Gowdy and
anyone else who agreed to help them take down the Clinton crime family.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4PtLiVAAIpbOh.jpg

45) #Qanon said Gowdy is one of the few people who can be trusted & that he was stepping down to
assume a special role.
Gowdy said he's returning to his work as a prosecutor.

I believe he'll join John Huber & other attorneys (Giuliani?) who will prosecute the deep state.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4P4tuV0AAdSV6.jpg

46) Since Bob Goodlatte has been added today by #Qanon, I assume that when he leaves Congress, he'll
play some role in the JUSTICE phase which is now underway.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc4uQx3W0AEy3sy.jpg

47) I know that my theory doesn't mesh well with the reports we've heard from the MSM.
There are a thousand news stories you could point to that disprove my theory.
What about Flynn?

What about Cohen?
What about Stormy?
What about Manafort?
#Qanon
48) I believe #Qanon is who he claims to be.
I know for a fact the media isn't.
I stopped relying on them long ago.
I read their reports but Q is my interpreter.
49) If Trump is protected by generals, then this is a military operation.
If it's a military operation, then military strategies and tactics are being employed.
That necessarily includes diversion, deception and subterfuge.
#Qanon
50) And that means that not only can you not trust the mainstream media to tell you what's going on, you
can't trust Trump's team to openly communicate what they're doing. You don't know their goals. You
don't even know who's on their team.
#Qanon
51) Does that explain why there are so many conflicting opinions about the roles Rosenstein and Mueller
are playing?
#Qanon
52) Does it also explain the mission of #Qanon?
How would Trump's team convey needed information to allies if the entire operation were cloaked in
deception and the media couldn't be trusted?
53) Trump's team would need a publicly available backchannel that used coded messages which could
confirm (at the right time) that the President was safe and that everything was going according to (the
undisclosed) plan.
That is precisely #Qanon's mission.
54) #Qanon warned us from the beginning that General Flynn played a big part in this mission. His
expertise in military intelligence is unsurpassed.
And he has plenty of reasons to help the President.
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55) #QAnon has always said General Flynn is safe.
Why?
Because we've all heard news to the contrary.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc43CR5WAAAy400.jpg

56) #Qanon has suggested that the narrative about General Flynn losing everything is a smokescreen. A
necessary diversion to fulfill the mission.

(I'm aware of the fundraisers. Please don't message me about them. I'm only coveying Q's take on that
issue.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc44tpAX0AEyqT0.jpg

57) Just a few weeks ago, Sundance, at the Conservative Treehouse, was convinced Robert Mueller was a
black hat. This week, as a result of new information, he publicly stated that you could make a case either
way.
#Qanon
Curious Note – Robert Mueller Interviewed NSA Mike Rogers Immediately Prior To Rosenstei…
Throughout 2015, and until April 28th, 2016, there were unknown “outside government” contractors with
access to the FBI/NSA database. Those outside government agents were conducting unl…
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2018/05/07/curious-note-robert-mueller-interviewed-nsa-mike-rogers-i…

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2018/05/07/curious-note-robert-mueller-interviewed-nsa-mikerogers-immediately-prior-to-rosenstein-renewing-third-fisa-extension/
58) #Qanon posted this.

It's not hard to understand.
But here's a little help:
RR - Rod Rosenstein
IG - Inspector General.
MP - Mike Pompeo
C_A - CIA
EO - Executive order.
You got this.
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59) #Qanon posted his 4th pen photo since the beginning of his operation. (He noted tonight all the
photos he posts are originals.)
Note the filename: DOJNUNESRELEASE

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc49HtgWsAAn5Fk.jpg

60) A few weeks ago, #Qanon had us match up each pen photo with the Executive Orders that followed
them.
On May 7th, Q wrote this:
Why are select EO's aggressively being written and put into law?
State/C_A next?
Think logically.
70) Every time POTUS has a new department head, he writes Executive Orders that allow them to
accomplish certain parts of their job.
Pompeo did recon at CIA.
Haspel will clean up the CIA.
Pompeo will clean up State Department.
Look for EO's specific to those tasks.
#Qanon
71) #Qanon wanted rank and file members of the intelligence community (both civilian and military) to
know that the President has not forgotten them and that he appreciates their contributions.
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72) #Qanon posted this.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc5DpnhWkAEkLhi.jpg

73) #Qanon posted this.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc5EYBcWsAM3fbT.jpg

74) Link to Youtube video.
#Qanon

https://www.youtube.com/embed/G2qIXXafxCQ
75) #Qanon posted this.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc5FvVoWAAEfcVa.jpg

76) Clinton Global Initiative officially closed shop after Hillary lost the election.
But this week, she picked up a check for a few million dollars from the government of New Zealand.
#Qanon
Clinton Global Initiative lays off 22 as donations dry up, will shut d
The Clinton Global Initiative has terminated 22 employees and will soon become another casualty of the
2016 election season.
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/jan/16/clinton-global-initiative-lays-off-22-as-donations/

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/jan/16/clinton-global-initiative-lays-off-22-asdonations/
77) What if Hillary was blackmailing New Zealand's intelligence service over their participation in illegal
intelligence operations under the Obama administration?
(Selling silence?)
#Qanon
78) What if an official with a U.S. security clearance could obtain intelligence reports in New Zealand,
UK, Canada & Australia without anything being logged?
Why do they keep their security clearances?
Not for the reasons we've been told.
#Qanon

Trump's national security adviser reportedly thinks Susan Rice did nothing wrong
H.R. McMaster has concluded that Susan Rice did nothing wrong when she tried to learn the identities of
Trump officials mentioned in US intelligence reports.
http://www.businessinsider.com/susan-rice-keep-security-clearance-2017-8

http://www.businessinsider.com/susan-rice-keep-security-clearance-2017-8
79) #Qanon says Facebook is listening to us continuously.
Why?
What if they were being paid by China to do it?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc5JGRMX0AEQzHu.jpg

80) #Qanon [+] = [Zuckerberg]

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc5JNsxWkAA2zF1.jpg

81) Information on Facebook's building 8 program.
#Qanon
Inside Building 8, Facebook’s Secret Innovation Weapon
New hardware from Facebook could be unveiled in April.
https://futurism.com/inside-building-8-facebooks-secret-innovation-weapon/

https://futurism.com/inside-building-8-facebooks-secret-innovation-weapon/
82) An anon realized that #Qanon's mention of Facebook's F9 referred to the SpaceX Falcon 9 project.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc5L1geXcAEAH7R.jpg

83) #Qanon said the Falcon 9 mission failure needs to be explored further.
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84) #Qanon hinted that the crash of China's space station may not have been an accident.
I'll go out on a limb and say that if Facebook and SpaceX are teaming up with China to illegally spy on us,
their rockets will suffer a lot more "accidents."

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc5NP-YXcAAXGDb.jpg

85) Further out on the limb... If Facebook and other companies have agreed to sell data they have on U.S.
citizens to China, would Apple do it?
#Qanon
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86) An anon asked #Qanon if the photo of the Marina Bay hotel in Singapore was related to the "Sky

Event."

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Dc7jiXaUQAAPYQn.jpg

87) #Qanon responded.
Assets in place?
Scouting the location for black hats?
(Don't confuse "live" with "original.")
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88) #Qanon wrote:
"The snowball has begun rolling - there is no stopping it now. D5."
The simplest decode for D5 is "Day 5."

Snowball rolling 5 days?
/patriotsfight/ board established May 4th.
89) #Qanon posted about the motives of his team and asked us to carefully consider why others would
want to attack them.
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90) #Qanon shared a link to a post on Reddit explaining what he and the team are here for.
Link:
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/8ia0vu/the_long_and_secret_info_wars_agains
t_q_and_how/
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